


countries struggle with this, and their economy have been affected and suffer defect on growth 
and development. The beautiful aspect of this is that every policy must be considered whether 
short or long term as long it has the characteristics of development, must be sustain especially 
the developing nations. And this has to do with good governance for accountability that 
transforms a nation’s economy. 

Sustainable development works when there is constant and consistent policies’ 
implementation, good administration, leadership development, management and governance. 
When these are in place the nation or organization is bounds to thrive and make a difference in 
economic’s narrative. The goals are clear, decisions are taken seriously and adhered to. The 
best hands and competent personnel are given opportunities to explore and make the 
difference in their economy. Government is not longer see as the only means of political 
achievement or power in the society. The technocrats are given chance to manage the 
economy and quarry when there is a short fall and they take responsibility of the deficiency of 
the economy. In other words, a government should be able to take responsibility of the 
economy growth and development without shying away. This will fix the lagging sectors and 
make they productive and sustainable. 

Meanwhile, implementation policies should also be consistent irrespective of the government 
of the day. The subject of the matter is the ‘state’ not party or individual but state which we 
serve via the party or individual.  

However, global north has been able to leveraged on this, the global south should learn and 
take cue as dependency and modernization theories assumed. The purpose for continuity is not 
for the party or individual but the state for sustainable growth and development. Every good 
policy should continue from where the previous administrator stop to enhance continuity in 
economy development of the country. When this is done the global south can compete 
favourable with global north in economy growth and development and there would be 
substantial societal development.)  

 

Chapter II. International peace and security



room for balance of power that will not create room for excess power for dominance and 
aggressor. 

Again, UN should be allow to function maximally without interference from these superpower 
states or being micromanage with national interest. Weaker states should not be victimize 
when they refute to serve the interest of these superpower nations. If nations are allow to 
function within their sovereignty and territorial integrity, without interference in others’ 
internal affairs, this will reduce world’s crisis and conflicts. Medley into internal affairs of 
nations generate suspicious concern and fear. Independence should be maintain except when 
nations involve in conflicts, UN and Security Council can involve to mediate which is in the 
ambient of their jurisdiction. This create room for coexistence and live peacefully and amicably 
with themselves without fear. 

Moreso, should in case conflicts arise, UN should be given full support by these superpower 
states in terms of military and economic support to ensure victory is on the side of UN without 
playing politics with conflicts. UN should also be ready to make a critical decision that affects 
both the superpower and none to ensure peace for all. The principal power lies within the UN, 
that is why they lead conflict resolution at all level within the global system. In other words, the 
interest of a nation should not overrun the interest of the world irrespective of the nation’s 
involve. The primary goal is that every nation is equal before UN according to the charter which 
we know, except some otherwise. Proliferation of armaments should be discourage by these 
nations and encourage economic cooperation. 

These nations should serve the collective goal of UN not national interest which is the basis of 
the international conflicts. Furthermore, there should be economy fostering and cooperation 
among them to see the world development at large. When nations cooperate in international 
system peace is guaranteed for all. However, the world can be more peaceful when there is 
togetherness and cooperation in economic development.)  

 

Chapter III. Science, technology and innovation and digital cooperation 

(Science, technology and innovation and digital cooperation: The world is in dying need of this 
sector especially the developing nations. The global north has gone far on this while the global 
south lagging behind. However, there is need for the global south to key into this global 
development to see an even development around the world. This sector should be a critical 
sector for all government of nations because of the drive in the society. Today the world is 
science oriented and the basis of economy growth and development is driven by this. My 
suggestion on this is that the bilateral or multilateral trade between or among nations should 
be for raw materials and science and technology knowledge and skills exchange. Secondly, 
education should be encourage in this order whether conventional or not. The cooperation 
should be from primary through secondary to university level. Every innovation and ideas 
should be quickly harness for nation’s productivity. Policy that boost science and technology 





growth and development is anchor on this. Science, technology and innovation and digital 
cooperation are anchor on this. The issue of development starts and ends with a transformed 
government. A nation can be transformed and experience economic growth and development 
when there is a transformed government. To have continuity and be consistent in policies 
impl (c)8 (i)6 (s)6.s r (s)6 2oens at government must be transformed in discharge of her responsibility. The 


